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Installation Instructions for

Rae Head 700KLRAER_
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920MORAEH

G P I :ENERAL RODUCT NFORMATION

This product is suitable for indoor dry locations only.

This product should be used with Tech Lighting MonoRail

system only.

HEADS-LOW VOLTAGE

Installing the Fixture

Remove one of the screws from the MonoRail connector

with the provided Allen wrench.

Loosen (do not remove) the other screw on the same

MonoRail connector with the provided Allen Wrench.

Repeat for the other side of the fixture.
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Rotate and lift the MonoRail connector cap out of the

way and install the fixture onto the MonoRail.
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NOTE: If space for the installation is limited, it may

be easier to install the fixture by removing the

second screw and completely removing the

MonoRail connector cap.
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SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS!

Replace the MonoRail cap connector, reinstall the

screws, and tighten them with the provided Allen

wrench.
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NOTE: If this fixture is being installed as an up light,

ensure that the MonoRail is completely installed

into the Monorail connector by pushing up the

fixture until these is no space between the rail

and connector cap.
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Ensure that the MonoRail is completely installed into the

Monorail connector by pushing down the fixture until

these is no space between the rail and connector cap.

Tighten the set screws on both sides of the MonoRail

connector cap using the provided Allen wrench.
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Adjust the Fixture

Rotate the fixture to the desired position.1


